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About This Game

Mad Arkanoid is a classic and popular game on the Mad world. Fascinating and dynamic gameplay. You control the skateboard
on the screen. You need to break all the blocks and hit the ball with a skateboard. The main feature of the game are all kinds of
bonuses that affect the gameplay. Note that you will be hindered by a flying elephant, a bum and many others. You need to be

neat and sharp, then you can conquer the world of Mad Arkanoid.
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Title: Mad Arkanoid
Genre: Action, Casual, Sports
Release Date: 3 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10

Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM

Storage: 300 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,Russian
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mad arkanoid steam. mad arkanoid

this is a masterpeice and something everyone should experience before passing away

15/10. Feels like like a mix between Job Simulator (doing handwork to fix the machinery) and Faster Than light (no combat, but
strategic resource mangement and me against the universe atmosphere).
I spend 8h in the first session and could have sworn it were just 3.
The devs are really responsive in the forums and fixed a minure issue I reported in less than 48h.. This might be the worst game
I've bought. First of all, When I entered the game and changed resolution(1920x1080), the game just crashed for many times.
After I get in the game progress hardly , just crash, And Guess what? When I changed language option, It crashed again. After I
leaved the game and entered again, the option all be reset.
  And I tried get in several time, my profile is gone ......It barely can played in the game, even though deleted the game and
download again...same problem.
  It seems I can run the game normally when I use the original resolution option(not very sure), but it hurt my eyes........
  I've play so many games and Don't encounter the situation. It exceed the refund deadline, or I'll refund it to get back my
money.. Looks and feels very basic and is very simplistic, it's no true roguelike, but it's a lot of fun as it is.. 10/10] This is great
on every level. Reminds me of LSD Simulator in a way. The fact that this game didn't get me bored at all was something I was
looking for in games for a long time. Especially seeing a Vaporwave-themed game like this is kind of a dream come true. Great
puzzles and great story! I love it! Great job devs!

One more thing (don't read if you haven't beaten the game!)
 WHAT AN ENDING THAT WAS, TRIPPY AS HELL! Made me uncomfortable but holy♥♥♥♥♥♥ The part where the
graphics get realistic and then it just goes full trippy got me weirded out and amazed me at the same time. Again, INSANE
ENDING! . Whimsy! If you're looking to add some whimsy to your life, this is a great choice. If not, this probably won't be
your cup of tea (haha). The gameplay is very simple - you're a dude who floats around in a magic teacup collecting sugar cubes
and stickers and avoiding obstacles. Obstacles include lava, angry clouds, pits and various pointy things which cause instant
death. What I think makes SIT special is that there is a meter that controls your ability to jump\/float that rapidly depletes when
you press jump but immediately starts to fill when you release it. This means that you can do a variety of midair maneuvers such
as changing directions and jumping higher than you would expect. You can customize your little dude with stickers you collect
(mostly just color choices, but boy, do I enjoy the different colors of magic teacup trails). There are a few different game
modes. Story mode is 40 levels with no unifying theme per cluster of levels and no appreciable increase in difficulty. Some
levels sprinkled in are randomly a little more difficult, but nothing frustratingly so. There is some variety as far as grassy level,
boat level, underground level but like I said, there seems to be no rhyme or reason to level order. A few levels add wind
obstacles or little shooting mini games and I guess this is called story mode because there are a few pictures at the very
beginning and there is a quasi boss battle at the end. The 10 bonus levels add a cool new element - blocks that allow you to rotate
the level. Survival mode consists of 5 levels of collecting sugar for two minutes while avoiding obstacles. You get an
achievement for collecting 30 sugars in each, but I collected 50 in each in only a few tries. Challenge mode is 5 reworked levels
that you have already played that have more obstacles thrown in to make them more of a challenge.

Tips & Tricks - So this is the first Steam game that I have unlocked all the achievements on. They are pretty straightforward
except for 3. I got the no jump achievement on level 21. (It isn't possible on many of the levels because you cannot reach the
goal without jumping unless there are wind boosts on that level). I got the no sugar achievement on level 12. (Again this is not
possible on every level because the sugar cubes are often between you and the goal). Lastly, I was stumped at first as to how to
get the achievement for perfecting the credits level because the credits did not roll after completing story mode or after
completing the bonus levels, although there was a congratulations screen after each. To play the credit level, pick Cobra from
the main menu and then click on credits. (Weird).

Bottom line - Whimsy! Fun, not overly challenging but decent challenge if you are going for all the achievements which requires
perfects on the levels. A nice little diversion. If you're looking for something low stress and sugar-coated, I definitely
recommend this. I picked this up during the summer sale for $0.74, so just keep an eye out during the upcoming fall and winter
sales if you are interested.
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story is confusing, very cliche characters. Artwork is pretty good for indie but nothing spectacular. Music isn't all that great.
Gameplay is very repetitive. I was looking for a tower defense game and this is a little unsatisfying, but I don't regret this
purchase because I can see potential in these guys. Hopefully they will make a better tower defense game in the future.. Easy
made with low resolution. It's good to skip a short break or something.. Insufficient features in the game. Short play time but
can be accepted according to price.

. the game is better with the 18+ patch to be honest. Don't get your gun webbed :). I love how this game looks. It builds up a
genuine mystery and makes you want to keep discovering more. But after 2 hours, you are done.

And the ending sucks. It's the equivenent to 'and it was all a dream.'

Mass Effect 3 ended better.. I don't like it at all. Sound, graphics... videos... is really bad and the control is so terrible. I want my
money back
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